THE I,Y/NCS OF CHANGE

As

I dance sumounded

by the wings of change,
/ see the movement of the sfars,
Everything is in perpetual motion,
Changing and changeless as one.

As the wings turn to follow
The air cument movement or new trends,
So we turn to follow
What is the very best for us.
The wings gently touch our shoulders
To remind us of our Creative Power
Nothing is stable
For we are pulled to move forward
To a new path, a new us, a new decision.

Ihese wings belong to our Angels,
Telling us:
olt is time to change,
It is time to grow".
Envision a new Future,
Envision a new Planet,
Envision Oneness,
So everyone may come
And dance with the Wings of Change.
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PROSPERITY
Potential Recurren ce Of

a

,Secret Path Energy Remembered

through lntegrity, ?houghts and Yearning

The path of Energy, the path of Awareness and the path of Bliss all have in common: being

in the flow.

The path of Energy is the acknowledgment that everything is interactive as light and
darkness, cause and effect. One cannot exist without the other. The secret relies in being in one
state in order to appreciate the other state and find the balance, the void, and the point of creation
befween. One state can be our state of Happiness and the opposite our Shadows. Our shadows are
here to remind us of our Supreme Beingness, a reminder to look for what is good in our life instead
of what doesn't work.
The path of Energy is pure Awareness, the Awareness that we create our own experiences
through thoughts and deliberate creation. The Awareness that we are part of a greater Whole, part
of an Energy bigger than ourselves, part of the Divine Flow called God. lJniverse, Life force, etc.
This Energy is an immense reserve of opportunities. of matter waiting for our thoughts to create that
sparkle of Light and ignites our desires.
The path of Awareness is tapping in the Cosmic soup of all possibilities" It is being aware of
our own vibrations, words, thoughts pattem and actions. How we choose consciously or not each
one of them. How we are aware of their positive influence with everything we come in contact to,
be in this physical world or beyond.

it is being aware of what we hope for, our desire of us being in the flow with that secret path
we waik on everyday, that hidden path that takes us deeper and deeper into the world of
imagination, because more we imagine, more we acquire.

And then the path of 8ft3s, that Beauty that l,ies In the Seat of the ,Soul. Know how
beautiful you are; know your purpose that will open the doorway to a field of pure potentiality.
Know that this state of Biiss is the state of Now. Every thought created now, create your future.
So come with me. sing the song of the Uni-verse. to create the WEALTH as Woties ate
.Eliminated through the,Affluence of I,ove and Tlmeless flappiness.
Come with me; dance the dance of Peace, Laugh, Joy and Bliss. Expect the best because the
Universe will match only with the vibrations of your desires-

And finally come with me; create Magic by putting a special attention on the word spoken.
Blow out the negative one, let it pass like a cold wind and welcome the warm breeze of intention.
love. compassion and service. Create the Prosperity and Affluence that you desire. Pick up
everyday a Power word as Freedom. Feel how free you are during this day, how much freedom you
do you give and receive with non-judgment. Just be free without attachment to the goal, enjoy the

journey instead. Just Be and that Higher Beingness will anchor itself deeply in you. It is how you
will develop a new program or a new habit of feeling. Creatg your own dreami, see them on a giant
screen, feel them, smell them, and hear them, as they become you.

Use your Power of Knowledge and lntention. This is the Sacred path, the path of Unity, of
infinitv, of non-Limitation. Watch for the opposites as with each one of them an opporfunity opens
that let the flow of Abundance manifest in your life. Love them, there are here to help you to stay
focus and balance"

So focus on the Intention of Wholeness, it is what you will bring into your life! See the
fuliness of every moment as God is everywhere and you have only to consciously embrace him
through your attention. This attention will in return create the Magic that you are yearning for in
your life.
Embrace all your potentials, so they
create the Wholeness of who vou are.

will bring the Abundance in every part of your Life

and

You are an unlimited Human Be-ing so dare to dream. Abundance is knocking at your door,
open it and create the marvels of your Beingness. And frnally, be an example of Abundance and
show the path of Energy, Awareness and Bliss to everyone you encompass, let's create a World of
Abundance and Prosperitv.

Brigine Bharati Wiss
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SURRENDER
Sudden Unified Reaction to a Real ENDding of a Evolution in Reverse

I surrender my ego, the veil of illusions that stops me from seeing Love in action,
I

surrender with my mind, letting go of my inner battle wanting to control,

I

surrender with my heart dancing in the Unified Field of

I

surrender with my body, releasing the tension and blockages

All That

I

Is,

stored when

I

am

resisting or not in the flow,
surrender with my whole Being spinning at higher rate to let go and let God, so
shown the higher path to Wisdom, Love and Oneness,

I

I surrender for guidance

and

I

channel the Energy

I

I can be

oflove,

surrender to my Higher Self that knows my reactions, that knows what is the best
me, who is the witnessing Energy of my pain and struggles,

for

surrender to Love, so compassion is my way of Being, so I can give without attachment,
and experience the Love for every living beings, creatures and nature,

I

I

surrender to

All that is,

so

I can expand

and experience the Universal Love and be

reprogrammed to be of services,
surrender to God, the Supreme Energy, the Generator of Dimensions, knowing that all
is well and in Divine Order.

I

And most of all, I surrender in the Divine Light,please God guide me, show me the way.

